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May 6 – 17, 2024

• Introduction to Play Therapy

• Play Therapy History, Models and 
Process (2 days)

• Ethical Practice in a Play Therapy 
Setting

• Assessment & Treatment Planning in 
a Play Therapy Context

• Family Play Therapy

• Non-Directive Play Therapy and Filial 
Therapy (2 days)

• Attachment Theory and Therapy in a 
Play Therapy Setting

• Theraplay as a Play Therapy Model

June 10 – 21, 2024 

• Using Sandtray in Play Therapy (2 days)

• Brain Research and Child 
Development in a Play Therapy 
Setting

• Understanding Traumatized Children 
and Applying Play Therapy Tools in 
the Treatment of Trauma in Children  
(2 days)

• Creating an Inclusive and Culturally 
Competent Play Therapy Practice

• Storytelling in a Play Therapy Session

• Understanding and Treating Anxious 
Children using Play Therapy

• Play Therapy with Abused Children 
Day 1:  Physical and Emotional Abuse

 Day 2:  Sexual Abuse

August 5 – 16, 2024

• Treating Disruptive Behaviour 
Problems in a Play Therapy Setting  
(2 days)

• Puppetry in a Play Therapy Setting

• Play Therapy with Adults

• Group Therapy in a Play Therapy 
Setting

• Play Therapy for Children and 
Families Coping with Loss (2 days)

• Case Application with Play Therapy 

• Art Therapy in a Play Therapy Setting

• Vicarious Trauma and Self Care in a 
Play Therapy Environment

CAPT Foundation 

Play Therapy 

Training 2024

Live On-line Instructor Lead Individual Full Days of Training for 2024

Training will be presented on-line in one or two-day trainings with 
individual instructors over a period of six weeks. Each day offers 
six educational units toward the 180 educational units required for 

For Details on Dates, Registration, Training Outlines and Learning Outcomes go to:  
https://canadianplaytherapy.com/training/foundation-play-therapy-training

 

Please Note: All classes will be held weekdays, Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Eastern Time Zone.  
 Schedule may be amended to accommodate instructor availability.
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Dear Members,

As we approach the Spring season, and in particular the Spring 
Equinox, I watch the snow melt, I marvel in the wonderous 
awakening of the plants, and I greet the animals waking from their 
slumbers. All around me is a sense of renewal and rebirth. I am also 
reminded of the teachings I have been blessed with from my Elders. 
Spring is the time for planting seeds. Not only physically, although 
each year I do that, but also mentally, emotionally and spiritually. 

With each seed we plant we are actually planting potential. Some seeds sprout almost instantly, 
some take days, weeks, or even the whole season. The work we all do in our professional lives is 
the same. We see potential. We nurture and support that potential. We wait. Sometimes great 
things happen and we get to witness that beauty. Other times, we have to hold in our heart the 
knowledge that our work may not show immediate beauty, but that beauty is still there and will 
emerge at some time in the future. Even more powerful is the work we do putting our hearts 
and minds into planting seeds for those who can't. For many of the people we work with, we 
place our energy and love in the support we provide so that others can reap the beauty of the 
harvest with us. This is truly magical work.

In this issue of Playground we explore the strength and resiliency of Families. Not just those 
who we are directly related to by family bond, but our communities and our extended families 
of this Earth we all share. I encourage each of you to plant seeds in your communities, to help 
communities grow and thrive. With these acts of love and compassion, we truly grow together.

Speaking of growth, I am so excited to be celebrating the tremendous growth and success 
of Play Therapy in the East of our beautiful country. This Spring on the majestic Coast of the 

dedication of those working in a helping capacity in the East as a true demonstration of planting 
the seeds of change, nurturing them for their communities, and seeing the incredible beauty 
that emerges. I am so thankful to be a part of this incredible growth in my own small way, by 
supporting and encouraging this growth and taking the time to honour it. Despite all of the 
hardships and challenges that our Maritime brothers and sisters have endured, they remain 
strong and steadfast. We can learn so much from their compassion, resiliency, and nurturing 
through the examples they set for the rest of the country and the world. I hope that you can join 
us in Nova Scotia in this celebration and in the beauty that has grown there from a small seed 
planted long ago.

Happy Spring, everyone!

Kevin St. Louis
President, CAPT

Message from the President



Spring 2024,

Dear Members,

I hope you're enjoying our latest issue, themed around 
"Families." It's got me thinking about our own CAPT 
community and how important it is for us to gather, share, and 
grow together.

I’m excited to invite you to our CAPT Conference and Annual 
General Meeting, happening May 3-4, 2024, at the scenic Oceanstone Resort in Nova 
Scotia. For a sneak peek at the venue, do check out oceanstone.ca.

This year, we’re keeping things a bit more intimate. It’s all about creating meaningful 
connections and making sure everyone can participate, whether you're with us in person 
or joining online. And just so you know, we’re already planning a bigger Conference and 
Annual General Meeting for 2025, so there’s lots to look forward to.

Be on the lookout for registration details for the Annual General Meeting. It’s going to 

excited about for the future.

Our events are all about coming together as a professional community, sharing insights, 
and supporting each other. Whether you’re joining us in Nova Scotia or from the 
comfort of your own space, you’re a vital part of what we do.

upcoming gathering. Your involvement is what makes our events special.

Looking forward to seeing you in May!

Best, 

Scott Kettles
Executive Director, CAPT 

Update from your Executive Director
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M
cMaster Model of Family Functioning 

(Epstein et al, 1980) is associated 

with the McMaster University Family 

Assessment Device (FAD). The FAD is 

a 60 question self-report screening tool designed 

to assess the functioning of families. It can be 

implemented as a semi-structured interview or a 

questionnaire. The FAD is linked below after this 

article. This therapist was trained in this model over 

two semesters of a family therapy course in the 

80’s. It has been a wonderful template assessment 

to integrate in family play therapy where this 

therapist believes play-based activities can also 

provide valuable information in combination with 

this screening tool implemented by discussion or 

pen and paper.

The McMaster model is derived from systems theory. 
Family system’s theory views the family as a complex 
and interconnected system of individuals. Each family 
member has their own behaviour, roles, as well as 
interactions with each other, but each contributes to the 
overall functioning of the family system. This means that 
the therapist looks at how the family comes together 
to deal with the expected daily challenges but also, 
the unexpected. The model looks at how to improve 
functioning in all dimensions. These are problem solving, 
communication, roles, affective responsiveness, affective 
involvement, and behavior control. This short article 
will review each of these dimensions and also suggest 

play-based activities that can provide information about 
areas of strength as well as opportunity for growth for the 
family system and perhaps individual family members.  
This therapist facilitates a longer training where therapists 

couple relationship.

Dimensions of this model (Epstein et al, 1980)

PROBLEM SOLVING
In this dimension, the therapist is curious about how the 
family resolves problems in a way that maintains effective 
family functioning. The therapist is curious about how the 

that impact the whole family system as well as individual 

that may impact the integrity and functioning of the 
family (Miller et al, 2000). 

Problems are looked at as being instrumental or affective. 
Instrumental problems are task-based problems such as 
managing menus, money, or family schedules. Affective 
problems are related to how family members feel and the 
emotional experiences that impact these feelings.

• Carla Sharpe’s Build a house technique – where 
families are invited to build a house with blocks, 
dollhouse furniture and other play therapy room 
healing tools (See reference list).

• Virtual Reality games where family members need to 
engage in a quest all together.

Implementing 
the Family 
Assessment 
Device with 
Play Therapy 
Activities
Theresa Fraser 
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• Roblox where team members can create virtual worlds. 

• Quest activities created by the therapist. 

• Family Pastimes Cooperative board games. 

• Jenga game with question cards (Lubimiv – 
Canadian Association for Play Therapy Family 
Therapy training, 2002.

• Using questions from the Family Assessment Device 
as sandtray directives 

COMMUNICATION 
Communication review in the McMaster model is based 
on verbal communication and how communication is 
shared between family members. Is communication 
veiled or masked? Is communication direct to the person 
the information was intended for or indirect so that 
information is communicated to a family member via 
another family member?

This therapist expands this curiosity to also nonverbal 
communication. However, in the original model, 
Epstein et al. (1980), indicated that only verbal 
communication was included given that the researchers 
were worried nonverbal communication could be easily 
misinterpreted by not only family members but also the 
therapist or researchers.

• A Marshak Interactional Method assessment 
(Theraplay©) which assesses the quality of the parent/
child relationship.

• Jenga game with question cards (Lubimiv – 
Canadian Association for Play Therapy Family 
Therapy training, 2002).

• Dollhouse play 

• Using questions from the Family Assessment Device 
as sandtray directives 

FAMILY ROLES 

the family who purchases food, who cooks, who takes out 
the garbage, completes bill payments or takes children 
to appointments. Again, behavioural tasks are divided 
into affective and instrumental areas and further into 
necessary family functions or those described as other 
family functions. Other family functions may be those that 
aren’t necessary for effective family functioning but arise in 
the life of every family (Miller et al, 2020). Examples could 
include arranging a birthday party or planning a vacation.

• Land of no rules (Fraser, 2010) 

• Jenga game with question cards (Lubimiv – 
Canadian Association for Play Therapy Family 
Therapy training, 2002).

• Using questions from the Family Assessment Device 
as sandtray directives. 

• Playing the Game of Life (Markham & Klamer, 1960) 
and engaging family in roles discussions. 

AFFECTIVE RESPONSIVENESS 
Affective responsiveness speaks to how the family 
responds to the expression of feelings both quantity and 
quality. Regarding quality, do family members exhibit the 
range of feelings when responding to family members 
who also feel open to express the full range of feelings. 
Also, does the response match what has been exhibited 
or is the response under responsive. 

• A Marshak Interactional Method assessment 
(Theraplay©)

• Puppetry 

• Using questions from the Family Assessment Device 
as sandtray directives 

AFFECTIVE INVOLVEMENT
The dimension of affective involvement reviews the level 
of interest shown to family members about the interests 
and values of individual family members. “The focus is 
on how much, and in what way, family members show an 
interest and invest themselves in each other.” (Epstein, et 
al, 1980). This involvement includes family activities but is 
not limited to these. 

• Directive sandtray activities that identify individual 
and family interests.

• Family Flag or family cheer (Fraser, 2021).

BEHAVIOUR CONTROL
This dimension looks at how family members respond to 
three types of behaviours. 

These include physically dangerous situations, situations 
where members need to both express and meet 
biological needs including eating, drinking, aggression, 
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sexual behaviour and elimination, and lastly interpersonal 
behaviour that occurs both in and outside of the nuclear 
family. Every family develops their own standards and 
rules in each of the above areas. 

• A Marschak Interactional Method assessment 
(Theraplay©) (Brook, 2004).

• Using questions from the Family Assessment Device 
as sandtray directives. 

• Play Therapists are in a unique position to assist 
families in increasing their play literacy as individuals 
and within their family system. Play-based activities 
can also assist in both learning more about a family 
and helping the family learn more about themselves. 
Play can identify areas of family functioning that they 
would like to adapt or modify. 

Brooke, S. L. (2004). Critical Review of Play Therapy 
Assessments. International Journal of Play Therapy, 13(2), 
119–142. https://doi.org/10.1037/h0088893

Epstein, N. B., Bishop, D. S., & Levin, S. (1980). The 
McMaster Model of Family Functioning. Advances in 

Family Psychiatry, 2, 73–89.

Fraser, T. (2021). Play based group retreat for adoptive 
families. (Eds). Mellenthin, C., Stone, J., Grant, R.J. 
Implementing Play Therapy with Groups. (pp?) Routledge

Fraser, T. (2010) Land of no rules in (Eds) Lowenstein, L. 
Creative Family Therapy Techniques: Play, Art, and 
Expressive Activities. (pp 179). Champion Press Retrieved 
https://www.lianalowenstein.com/lookInside/familyExcerpt.
pdf

Markham B, Klamer. R. (1960). Game of Life. Milton Bradley 
Company

Miller, I. W., Ryan, C. E., Keitner, G. I., Bishop, D. S., 
& Epstein, N. B. (2000). The McMaster Approach to 
Families: theory, assessment, treatment and research. 
Journal of Family Therapy, 22(2), 168–189. https://doi.
org/10.1111/1467-6427.00145 https://msvu.novanet.ca/
permalink/01NOVA_MSVU/1luhvgi/cdi_openaire_primary_
doi_11d44b4b79b4df0ee60f3b22f3232c53

Sharpe, C. (2017). Build a house technique. CreateSpace 
Independent Publishing Platform; 1st edition. 

Family Assessment Device Assessment Screening tool and 
Scoring information. 

https://arc.psych.wisc.edu/self-report/mcmaster-family-
assessment-device-fad/

Visit my website for 

more information for 

parents or caregivers 

in over 30 Blog articles 

on parent-child and 

caregiver-child play, 

with new articles 

added monthly.

Would you like to support the parents or 
caregivers of the children you work with?

My book, Play Skills for 
Parents: Connecting with 
Your Child Through Play, 
is targeted to parents or 

caregivers of children, ages 

3-10 years old, and provides 

information on effective ways 

of playing with their children. 

The information I outline in 

my book is meant to:  

• encourage healthy child 

development

• strengthen the parent-

child or caregiver-child 

relationship

• support parents or 

caregivers in learning new 

skills

Contact Kathy at: keugster@telus.net

CAPT 2024 
AGM & 
Conference

Celebrate Growth and Resilience 
in Play Therapy
Join us at the picturesque Oceanstone Seaside 
Resort to mark the progress of Play Therapy 
in Eastern Canada. This year, we reflect on the 
challenges overcome and the power of resilience 
within our communities.

Friday, May 3rd, 2024
5:30pm – 6:30pm
Annual General Meeting

Saturday, May 4th, 2024
9:00am – 5:00pm 
Full day of training with CEU credits available
6:00 pm
Banquet and Reception with live music
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Now that you have learned the Sandtray Protocol let's apply
it to working with  adults, couples, families and groups.
Directive sandtrays will be introduced.  
12 hours of instruction
Plus Sandtray Group Supervision 4 hours

This is your introduction to Sandtray. We review history, necessary
tools, the protocol to witness a sandtray and practice in dyads.
You take on the role of builder and witness If you have taken CAPT
sandtray training you have already finished Level 1
12  hours of instruction
Plus Sandtray Group Supervision 4 hours

This level reviews how to integrate sandtray with other
methods of psychotherapy including CBT, DBT, parts work and
specfic counselling approaches with individuals across the
lifespan.  
12 hours of  live or zoom instruction
Plus Sandtray Group Supervision 4 hours 

You choose two asynchronous sandtray courses of interest
once other levels and supervision are complete.   2 x 2 = 4
CEU's.  
Final Reflection paper submitted 
Plus 1 hour of Individual  Sandtray Supervision 

LEVEL 2 is in Halifax or Zoom on September 20-21, 2024 
  $475. plus HST 

LEVEL 3 is in Halifax  or Zoom on November 21-22, 2024
$475 plus HST

Each Live Level 2 person receives a complimentary small sandtray 
Each Live Level 3 person receives complimentary miniatures 

from Implicit Miniatures 
All participants receive an International Sandtray competency workbook and 

Sandtray Cards 
Note: Supervision costs are extra and discussed in training. 

Register here
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A
s therapists there are few therapeutic 

interventions that do what Sand 

Tray does in its ability to access and 

interact with both the conscious 

and unconscious experiences of an individual 

to support their healing journey. For those who 

have never used the sandtray in therapy, I highly 

recommend seeking training and consultation 

to better understand the vast power it has in 

connecting with any client. 

As a therapist, I love using creative and expressive client 
centered therapies, so when I heard about Sand Tray 
therapy I immediately signed up for training and instantly 
fell in love with the modality. Over the last few years, 
Sand Tray therapy has been at the top of my list as a 
psycho-therapeutic client-centered intervention. I am 
excited and honored at any opportunity to experience 
the natural process of a client’s unconsciousness in 
expressing and processing emotions. Clients who have 
experienced Sand Tray have reported the sessions to be 
some of the most powerful and transformative ones. The 
Sand Tray experience supported their ability to connect, 
communicate, and understand themselves in creative 
ways. This then promoted enhanced therapeutic healing 
and growth that otherwise would have been inaccessible 
in their subconscious. 

As a therapist myself, the reason I love Sand Tray is its 
versatility and inclusivity across the lifespan, (children, 
teens, adults) and cultures. I have used Sand Tray as 
a form of play countless times with clients of all ages, 
from various cultures and neuro-diversities, individually, 
and with family members. I took it to the next step and 
attempted Sand Tray as the primary intervention in Family 
Therapy. As therapists, we all understand and appreciate 
that an individual therapy session, compared to a Family 
Therapy session, is quite different and presents its own 
unique challenges. In session, therapists are tasked with  

managing and monitoring the client relationship(s) in order 
to build, preserve and maintain safety in a therapeutic 

using Sand Tray in Family Therapy and what I learned. 

space, and mine is no exception. As a child therapist,  
there is greater consideration than how to organize the 
space so that it is not cluttered, easy to clean up, and 
functional for any child. The healing space holds various 
play-based intervention tools and toys including sandtray 
miniatures and the sandtray itself. Seating space can 
therefore be limited. With an individual client the space 
works well, but when I decided to also engage in Family 
Therapy, I had to get creative in setting up the space 
to ensure that the space was comfortable with enough 
seating for each member. I also needed to ensure that 
the sandtray and miniatures were easily accessible for all 
family members. 

Luckily, I had made most of my furniture versatile and 
easily adaptable and adjustable to best support the 
therapeutic needs of any client, child, teen, adult, or an 
entire family. Thus, there is room for families of anywhere 
from 3-5 family members once I make adaptations. In my 

3 shelf organized in themes. Most importantly, I created 
the shelf to be on wheels! In preparation for a family 
session, I decided to move the miniature shelf against 
the wall between two chairs with the sofa facing the shelf 
and chairs. In the center of the room is the sand tray that 
doubles as a center table because it has a lid. 

requires the therapist to observe the interactions and 
behaviours of those who enter the therapeutic space. 
This includes inviting family members to choose where 
they would like to sit and observing how they make that 
choice. After the family was seated comfortably, I then sat 
myself on the end between one of the chairs and the sofa. 

information gathering to gain understanding, while 

A First Attempt Using Sand Tray 
During Family Therapy
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simultaneously building the therapeutic relationship 
to best inform the therapeutic treatment planning. 

individuals in the family to also get to know, that help 
inform how the family unit operates and how the families 
struggle is maintained. Family Therapy always has the 
added challenge for a therapist managing strong, 

in my ability to redirect, reframe and gently remind the 
family of the emotional safety and respect rules that had 
been previously established.

Personally, family work always excites me with the 
range and complexities of ages, differing stages of 
development, varying mental health, neuro-diversities, 

Tray was the right intervention to use in Family Therapy 
as it supports safety in communicating across lifespans 
between family members. Moreover, Sand Tray is 
supportive to the therapist in gaining insight into the 
uniqueness of the individuals that form and inform the 
family system and how it functions. 

To begin a Family Therapy session, I started by gathering 
information about the family's reason for seeking out 
therapy and ensured the goals for the family in therapy 
were aligned for all members. Once that was established, 
I introduced Sand Tray. Always starting with informed 
consent, purpose and emotional safety components are 
critical. When interacting simultaneously with multiple 
individuals’ subconscious, it is imperative to protect 
their inner psyche. For those who might not know those 

considerations with Sand Tray, a quick highlight is the 
importance to not comment or interpret other miniatures 
and to only touch their own. This is inclusive of both 

used Sand Tray in a Family Therapy session I provided 
the prompt, “choose a miniature that best represents 
how you see yourself in the family”. The last piece of 
information I then provided was to exclude miniatures 
that resembled a person. The purpose as a therapist 
in the assessment phase was to gain information in a 
strength-based way of the individuals and how they 
inform the family system. 

The session thus far had been going very well. Each 
family member chose a miniature and put it in the sand. 
After each member had placed a miniature in the sand, 
the family took a minute to observe their miniature in 
relation to others. I then provided the opportunity for 
them to make any changes. That might be to move their 
miniature, and/or if they wanted to change the miniature 
they had chosen. Once everyone had comfortably settled 
with the placement and their own miniature, I then was 
able to begin processing the experience with a family 

the family system as a whole and their experience, 
observing the placement of the miniatures in relation to 
one another and gathered valuable information of how 
it represented the family relationships in the home and 
where the challenges existed. Secondly, I then wanted 
to learn about each family member and how they view 
themselves in relation to the family and went around the 
room one by one and had members share. 

www.canadianplaytherapy.com
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This is where I learned a lot! Not only did I learn lots 
of information about the family I was with, but this 
experience informed my professional development as 
a therapist, and the use of Sand Tray in Family Therapy. 
I learned what to be more aware of, and what I can do 
differently that would have assisted me to better manage 
and maintain emotional safety in the therapeutic space. 
As I was comfortable moving from looking at the sand 
tray as a family system and relationships that exist, to 
members individually sharing while I processed each 
member's miniature along the way. I went around the 
room engaging member by member inviting them 
to share their unique experience and interpretation 
of themselves. I asked follow-up questions and used 

that provided validation for the individual. This was all 
supportive and strengthening until it was a parent’s turn, 
and the other parent laughed, criticized, and invalidated 
the parent who was sharing. At that moment I was unsure 
how to navigate through this for everyone to return 
to a regulated safe state. I had been very aware the 
children had all become dysregulated and sought out 
playthings in the room to regulate, while their parents 
likely demonstrated a pattern that had been viewed 

and sensory items. I was hesitant to stop the individual 
processing as there was only one child left and had 
been concerned how that child would feel to not get the 
individual opportunity to be validated and celebrated by 
their family members as their siblings had been. I similarly 
felt the same way for the parent that was attempting to 
share at that moment. 

identify that it hadn’t been wrong what I did, or how I 
did it. As for me, it was also awesome that, early on in 
therapy, the family felt comfortable and allowed me 
to experience their family in a vulnerable state (more 
unconsciously than consciously). Although I can validate 
and reassure myself as a therapist for that to be true, 
I also do not want a repetition of it, particularly in the 
beginning of a therapeutic journey. With that, this session 
was a discussion that I reviewed in consultation with my 
CAPT supervisor. The experience taught me many things 
about myself as a therapist and using Sand Tray in Family 
Therapy. Primarily I was reminded of who the primary 
client was, being the family system itself and to maintain 
processing there, rather than with the individuals. 

My attempt at processing both the individual and the 
family system is where things became challenging. 
The complexities within the different neurological and 
unconscious pathways for each individual can easily 
push individuals or even the family system past the 
window of tolerance into dysregulation. Learning and 

gathering information about the individual were valuable 
as it helped inform how to best support the family in 
processing the tray together. Additionally, individual 

dynamics that have been created within the family 
system. I acknowledge that parents are the foundation 
of this family. Understanding who they are as individuals 
and how they interact in their relationship is integral to 
understanding how the family unit functions daily. The 
family therapist also wants to gain insight in how the 
family manages challenges all while continuously growing. 
With that lens, if I could go back and re-do the session, 
I would adjust where and when I spent most of my time 
processing. Should I have had a magic wand to go back 
in time, I would have allowed each member to share their 

would have provided me with greater understanding of 
who individual family members are within their family 
system. Then I could focus on observing this family tray 
together after those initial observations of how family 
members interact and function in relation to one another. 
This would have helped to mitigate the impact on the 
individuals in the family, the parent relationship and how 
that all impacted on the family system. I have grown as a 
therapist through this experience, and it validated how 
awesome Sand Tray is in supporting communication with 
the family and communication between the family in a 
creative way both consciously and unconsciously. If you 
haven’t yet had the opportunity, sign up for training in 
Sand Tray with CAPT this coming June. 

Tracy initially completed her undergraduate degree in 
Psychology and continued her education and completed 
a diploma in Community and Justice Services. Tracy then 
set out to expand her experience and worldview and 
transitioned to working alongside police assisting victims 
of crime and/or tragic circumstances. This led Tracy to 
pursue her Master of Arts in Counseling Psychology and 
became a Registered Psychotherapist. Tracy works from a 
client-centered approach and uses an integrative trauma 
informed framework based on Attachment Therapy, 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), Sand Tray Therapy 
and Psychodynamic Therapy. Additionally, Tracy is currently 

the Canadian Association of Play Therapy (CAPT).

Tracy Frazer, H.BA, MACP, CCTS-F, RP
Registered Psychotherapist (RP)#009231
Member of OAMHP, CAPT, CCPA, CADDRA

ADHD Coach
Associate Psychotherapist - Dig A Little Deeper, 
Psychotherapy & Counselling
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Celebrate Growth and Resilience 
in Play Therapy

Join us at the picturesque Oceanstone Seaside Resort 
to mark the progress of Play Therapy in Eastern 
Canada. This year, we reflect on the challenges 
overcome and the power of resilience within our 
communities.

Explore how challenges are navigated in the Play 
Room, understand resilience, and share in the 
strength and perseverance of Play Therapists from 
the East. 

ITINERARY

Friday, May 3rd, 2024

Annual General Meeting
5:30pm – 6:30pm
Reception to follow

Saturday, May 4th, 2024

9:00am – 5:00pm 
Full day of training with CEU Credits 
available

6:00 pm
East Coast “Come as you are”  
Banquet and Reception with live  
East Coast Music

For more details visit: 

https://canadianplaytherapy.com/capt-2024-agm-conference/
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Clinical References on Play 
Therapy with Families For 
Your Bookshelf

Searching for new inspiring family therapy ideas and 

interventions can be an anxiety provoking experience; 

there are so many choices and voices. This post 

serves to provide you with references that you can 

trust. Note that some familiar classic references have 

been updated. A resource which has been divided to 

highlight the expertise by local CAPT members as well 

as other internationally renowned experts. 

CAPT Members’ Publications 

Canadian play therapists and play therapist supervisors 
have contributed to the treasure of resources available 
for the novice and seasoned therapist. In the interest of 
publication spacing however, every individual publication 
is not listed where the hosted edited book is referenced. 

Lowenstein contains publications by: Bidwell, Bedard, 
B (2010), Bennett (2021), Fraser (2010), Jones Warrick, 
(2008), and Lubimiv (2010) and many others. Similarly, 
Riedel-Bowers (2013) Play Therapy in Families lists 
contributions by: E. Munns; M. Rowbotham; and K. 
Trotter. Additionally, Bedard-Bidwell & Sippel (1997) 
edited text also includes family play therapy articles by 
Munns, and many others. 

Bedard-Bidwell, B. & Sippel, M. (Eds) (1997). Hand in 
hand: A Practical application of art and play therapy. 
(Volume 1). Thames River Publishing. 

Fraser, T. (2009). Billy had to move. Loving Healing Press.    

Fraser, T (2010). Creating a better world for our children. 
In L. Lowenstein (Ed.), Creative family therapy 
techniques: Play, art, and expressive activities to 
engage children in family sessions (pp. 111-115). 
Champion Press  

Fraser, T. (2011) Adopting a child with a trauma and 
attachment disruption history. Loving Healing Press    

Fraser, T (2013). Working with adoptive families using 
sand, water, miniatures and a sandtray. In N.R. Bowers 
(Eds.)  Play therapy with families: a collaborative 
approach to healing (pp. 161-173). Rowman and 

Fraser, T (2014) How neuroscience can inform play 
therapy practice with parents and carers. In Howard J., 
Prendiville, E. (Eds.) Play therapy today: Contemporary 
practice with individuals and groups. (pp.179-199). 
Routledge    

Fraser, T (2014). Home is where your story begins. 
Relational Child and Youth Care Journal, 28 (2), 27.       

Fraser T., & Fraser, L. (2019). We are all not the same but 
we are family. Loving Healing Press.    

Fraser, T. (2021). Play based group retreat for adoptive 
families. In Mellenthin, C., Stone, J., Grant, R.J. (Eds) 
Implementing play therapy with groups. Routledge 

Grayson, R, & Fraser, T, (Eds). (2022). The Embodied brain 
of sandtray therapy: Stories of healing. Routledge.

Kenney-Noziska, S. and Lowenstein, L. (2014). Play 
therapy with children of divorce: A Prescriptive 
approach. In D. Crenshaw and A. Stewart (Eds.), Play 
therapy: A Comprehensive guide to theory and practice 
(pp.290-303). Guilford Press. 

Lowenstein, L. (2006b). Creative interventions for children 
of divorce. Champion Press.

Lowenstein, L. (Ed.). (2008). Assessment and treatment 
activities for children, adolescents, and families: 
Practitioners share their most effective techniques. 
(Volume 1) Champion Press. 

Lowenstein, L. (Ed.). (2010). Creative family therapy 
techniques. Champion Press. 

Lowenstein, L. (Ed.). (2010). Assessment and treatment 
activities for children, adolescents, and families: 
Practitioners share their most effective techniques. 
(Volume 2) Champion Press. 

Lowenstein, L. (Ed.). (2011). Assessment and treatment 
activities for children, adolescents, and families: 
Practitioners share their most effective techniques. 
(Volume 3). Champion Press.
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Lowenstein, L. (2013). Cory helps kids cope with divorce: 
Playful therapeutic activities for young children. 
Champion Press.

Lowenstein, L. (Ed.). (2022). Assessment and treatment 
activities for children, adolescents, and families: 
Practitioners share their most effective techniques. 
(Volume 4) Champion Press. 

Lubimiv, G. (1994) Wings for our children: Essentials of 
becoming a play therapist. General Store Publishing 
House. 

Munns, E. (2000). Theraplay: Innovations in attachment-
enhancing play therapy. Jason Aronson.

Munns, E. & Ahmad, C. (2006, Winter). Theraplay groups 
with parents and their preschool children. Theraplay 
Institute Newsletter (pp. 10-11.)

Munns, E. (2009) Applications of family and group 
theraplay. Jason Aronson.

Munns, E. (2011) Theraplay: Attachment Enhancing 
Play Therapy. In C. Schaefer (Ed.) Foundations of Play 
Therapy (2nd Ed.) (pp 275-296). John Wiley & Sons.

Munns, E. & Munns, C. (2015). Including families in 
theraplay with children. In E. Green, J. Baggerly, & A.

Myrick (Eds.) Counseling families. (pp.21-34). Rowman & 

Riedel Bowers, N. (Ed). (2013). Play therapy with families: 
A Collaborative approach to healing. Jason Aronson.

Walton, L. (2021). Virtual theraplay.  In T. Fraser (Ed). Using 
teleplay in virtual care. Maritime Play Therapy

Gill, E. (2016). Play in family therapy. (2nd edition). 
Guildford  

Homeyer, L. & Sweeney, D. (2022). Sandtray therapy: A 
Practical manual. (4th edition). Routledge. 

Landreth, G. & Bratton, S (2019). Child parent relationship 
therapy (CPRT). (2nd edition) Routledge 

Malchiodi, C. & Crenshaw, D. (Eds). (2015). Creative arts 
and play therapy for attachment problems. Guilford. 

Spooner, C. (2020). Attachment-focused family play 
therapy: An Intervention for children and adolescents 
after trauma. Routledge. 

Evangeline Munns 
If you have ever been taught in a Play Therapy training to Yodel and sing (a tee ta ta 

a tee ta ta a tee ta ta ta) then you have met the engaging Dr. Evangeline Munns. Dr. 

Munns grew up on a farm in rural Alberta and later earned her Ph D, C Psych, from 

York University in Ontario. Some may not know that she is also an award winning 

painter in Ontario. However, today Evangeline is a retired Play Therapy Supervisor 

with the Association for Play Therapy and the Canadian Association for Play Therapy. 

Evangeline has directly supported children and their families for over forty years 

always providing strength based feedback to support stronger attachments. She has 

taught Child Centred Play Therapy, Filial, the neurobiology of play and Theraplay© 

workshops worldwide. She is the past director of Blue Hills Play Therapy Services, 

(now York Hills Centre for Children, Youth and Families).and helped many therapists 

learn and practice Theraplay© in Canada at this Centre located just north of Toronto. 

Over the years she has served as a consultant to many agencies.

Evangeline contributed to our field with her numerous articles and chapters on 

Theraplay as well as edited books entitled “Theraplay: Innovations in Attachment-

Enhancing Play Therapy” and “Applications of Family and Group Theraplay”. Dr. 

Munns is a recipient of the Monica Herbert award from the Canadian Association for 

Child and Play Therapy (CAPT) for “an outstanding contribution to the field of play 

therapy in Canada”. It is no surprise that in 2023, Evangeline was also the recipient of 

the American Association for Play Therapy’s Lifetime Achievement Award. 

Thank you Evangeline for all you have shared in the world. You have touched the lives 

of many people who think of you the instant someone yodels, talks about joy juice in 

the brain or Theraplay©.
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Some readers may think that this article is not intended for them 

Other readers have already guessed that all of us may sooner 
or later have to deal with an asylum seeker or refugee in the 
context of our work as teachers, speech therapists, social workers, 
psychologists and psychotherapists, etc. Still others, curious 
enthusiasts of life stories and complex situations, immediately 
understood that this article could provide inspiration for them as 

I would like to tell you the story of Omar, a 15-year-old boy of 
average height, with brown hair and eyes and a radiant smile. 
Omar arrived as an asylum seeker and unaccompanied minor at a 
reception center in Switzerland on an April day a few years ago. He 

his shaggy hair. He spoke English fairly well and knew a few words 

he left, he lived with his mother and sister in his home country and 
attended school regularly. He was a boy with a very gentle manner, 
his movements were composed and the tone of his voice gentle. 
Omar longed to make new friends, was curious about his host 
country, wanted to start a language course as soon as possible 
and resume school to make up for the months he had missed. I 

whole picture: the boy is enthusiastic, serene, and ready to take on a 
new adventure," but I imagined that might not be the case.

The Potential of Miniatures 
and Sand for Migrant 
Children: The Encounter 
with Omar by the River

Article originally written for the magazine Rivista di Play Therapy of 

the Association for Play Therapy Italy APTI (no.7, published Nov. 2023. 

ISSN: 2673-9151. Link to the original article).

This article introduces a look at the beneficial potential of miniatures 

and sand in psychosocial support for asylum seekers and refugees. 

Through an encounter with Omar, edited to protect his privacy, the 

author recounts how typical tools of Sandtray Therapy methodology 

can support the prevention and treatment of hardship in the context of 

a reception service.
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At that time, I was leading a play therapy project 

needs of asylum seekers and refugees and possible 
responses by practitioners. Tools and guidelines for 
project development in crisis contexts are described in 
full in the book I edited with colleagues Claudio Mochi 

to introduce the "Avalanche Metaphor" (Cassina, 2019, 
2023) that can be applied in the migration context as well 
as in situations of vulnerability more generally.

I recently employed the Avalanche Metaphor in working 
with an adult client following the loss of a loved one; 
the client was feeling distressed in that several months 
after the bereavement he was still extremely distressed 
and had the feeling of being stuck in a time-space with 
no possibility of turning back or moving forward in his 
life. Through a series of steps and the use of expressive 

techniques, including miniatures and sand, the client 
was able to visualize and understand that his reaction 

accumulated over the years that could in no way vanish 
the very instant the main source of grief seemed to have 
dissolved (the bereavement ended a long period of 
suffering due to illness). The desire to take back one's life 
and "function as before" is natural and understandable, 
and the inability to do so in the given time-frame has the 
potential to create strong frustration and fuel grief and 
sadness. Being guided by a simple and clear metaphor 
and realizing the main working mechanisms of human 

asylum seekers is not limited to moving from one country 
to another and especially does not end the moment a 
person reaches the country where he or she seeks (and 
perhaps is granted) asylum. An avalanche is commonly 
a quantity of snow that accumulates over time and at 
some point can become very large, break away from the 
mountain face and begin a descent during which it grows 
exponentially. The avalanche can become so large that it 
overwhelms everything it encounters, and its devastation 
does not end once it reaches the plains. 

Similarly, in the migration process (and in other contexts 
of vulnerability such as the one described above) the 

person is subject to an increasing number of risk factors. 

are protracted over a long period of time, exacerbate 
the individual's vulnerability, can be traumatic, and 
deprive him or her of the experiences necessary to foster 
psychosocial wellbeing. If we think of children, this very 

the most natural and dynamic self-healing process in 
which they can engage. 

When Omar arrived at the reception center, he seemed 
immune to what had happened to him. Colleagues 
immediately began the procedures for his school 
placement in the last year of compulsory schools to give 
him the opportunity to obtain a school license and later 
take a path of his choice. It was our custom to organize 
regular recreational activities for unaccompanied minors. 
I used to take part in these activities when I wanted to 
spend time with the newcomers, gather information 

indirectly or monitor the situation, so that Wednesday I 

We headed to a very nice place in the area to walk in 
the woods, have a picnic lunch and a series of outdoor 
plays. Omar kicked the ball around a few times after 
which he walked away from the group. He was sitting 

he touched the sand, stroked it, made a pile and then 
replenished it. He spontaneously picked up some small 
stones and created a rectangular frame on the ground. 
Inside it he placed leaves and small pieces of wood so as 

I watched him for a long time from a distance until 
I decided it was time to join him. "Hi Omar, can I sit 
here?", I asked him in English. Once seated, I added, 
"You created an image in the sand." As he looked at 
the ground he replied, "Yes." We were silent for a few 
minutes, then he stated, "It's nice here, it's very quiet… 
I'm used to the noise. I had a hard time sleeping, 
studying, there was always noise." I commented, "When 

series of further exchanges, I asked him, "Would you 
like to tell me about the image you made in the sand?". 
Not only did Omar answer me yes, but he began to tell 
much of what I still know about him today. He shared 

"Behind the beaming smile were fears common to many teenagers and fears born out 

of a vulnerable family situation characterized by the mother's depression, the father's 

brutality toward his children, and his violent death at the hands of a local group; the 

damage done by the "avalanche" still seemed to be well in place."
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that what was in front of me was by no means "the whole 
picture." Behind the beaming smile were fears common 
to many teenagers and fears born out of a vulnerable 
family situation characterized by the mother's depression, 
the father's brutality toward his children, and his violent 
death at the hands of a local group; the damage done by 
the "avalanche" still seemed to be well in place. 

Maintaining neutral thinking and acting accordingly is as 

on the ground to determine the veracity of the stories told, 
but it is certainly their duty to provide the opportunity to 

to create the time and space for people to express and 
process situations and emotions, and for this to happen, it 
is crucial that the individual feels safe enough.

Stephen Porges (2018, 2021) explains that continuous 
exposure to threat signals (such as those inherent in a 
migration route) can transform a defensive state into a 
permanent condition, which is why individuals may come 
to perceive risks even when there are none. According to 
Polyvagal Theory (Porges, 2018, 2021), our system offers 
two ways to lower defensive systems and promote safety: 
1) one pathway is passive and responds unconsciously 
to safety cues such as a modulated and quiet voice, 
warm and welcoming facial expressions, and gestures of 

accessibility; 2) the other pathway is active and requires 
voluntary behaviors to trigger mechanisms that change 
the physiological state such as breathing, vocalization, 
movement, and play.

In planning a psychosocial support intervention, it is 
necessary to consider that the passive pathway (thus 
mainly the practitioner's attitude) promotes the initial 
feeling of safety that allows access to the active pathway. 
In the chapter written with colleague Claudio Mochi, 
"Regaining a Sense of Safety in Natural Disasters: 
Preparatory and Advanced Interventions with Play and 
Play Therapy" (Mochi & Cassina, available from 2024), we 
introduce the concept of Safest Possible Environment 
(SaPE) to explain the need to provide individuals facing 
acute distress with as many positive stimuli and safety 
signals as possible, even and especially beyond the 
therapy room and the time devoted to it. 

Considering these aspects and thinking back to what 
happened at the riverbank, it is possible to realize that 
there was a combination of elements that fostered 
Omar's openness to me: the timing, my attitude, and 
the environment, including the material available to 
him (i.e., sand and a number of objects from nature). 
This last aspect, the presence of nature, is not to be 
underestimated. As Fearn (2023) explains, when an 
individual has initial distrust of others due to previous 
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negative experiences, his defenses may be triggered 
by the intensity of the one-on-one relationship in an 
enclosed study or therapy room. An open space in nature 
can, in some cases, serve as a therapeutic ally by offering 
a greater safety distance.

When Omar arrived at the reception center, it was not 
planned for him to begin a course of a therapeutic 
nature. Nevertheless, my colleagues and I were ready for 
the possibility of providing more substantial support to 
a selection of children and youth. Some considerations 
seem in order: 

1.  Not all asylum seekers and refugees have 
experienced trauma and need (or want) consistent 
psychosocial support;

2. Not all symptoms of psychological distress appear 
immediately nor are they clearly visible. What we see 
(a 15-year-old boy with a radiant smile, gentle manner 
and composed movements) sometimes hides much 
more (fear, anxiety, restlessness);

3. It is necessary to wait for the right moment 
(sometimes a picnic by the river) to get in touch with 
the individual and invite him or her to open up. One 
should never be insistent;

4. It is good to always remember that being safe 
does not mean feeling safe. Doing constant self-
assessment of one's interaction skills and observing 
the work space with a critical eye is essential;

5. If necessary, one must be ready to intervene promptly 
by having a stock of effective and up-to-date skills 
and abilities.

Following that activity that arose (more or less) 
spontaneously, I proposed to Omar that we meet 
regularly to conduct a course marked by expressive 
therapies. In the space set aside for work with 
adolescents there were art materials of various kinds: 

twigs, stones), colored pencils and brushes, modeling 
materials (such as clay) and building materials, disguises, 
musical instruments, etc. Omar gladly accepted and 
jealously guarded the opportunity to share that moment. 

Over the months he told me his story several times, 
preferring the use of miniatures and the sand tray. I always 
asked him few questions to process the trays as Omar 
spoke much of his own volition. I was careful, however, that 
the narrative did not turn into a "script" and invited him 
to expand on new elements that appeared in the tray or 
narrative. Over time, the boy gave more and more space 

Paraphrasing the Avalanche Metaphor, unfortunately we 
cannot prevent an avalanche from happening, whether 
it stems from a migration route or any other potentially 

was always very engaging and exciting to create with my 
colleagues the conditions for helping the avalanche that 
had swept over Omar, and many other people we had 
met over the years, not to get bigger and to have a role 
in dissolving it and repairing its disasters.

Cassina, I. (2019). ‘Bambini migranti: Recuperare il tempo 
di gioco perduto’, lecture presented for the Master's 
Program in Play Therapy at the INA International Academy 
for Play Therapy Studies and Psychosocial Projects, Rome, 
Italy, March 23-24, 2019.

Cassina, I. (2023). ‘Recovering lost play time: Principles 
and intervention modalities to address the psychosocial 
wellbeing of asylum seekers and refugee children’. In I., 
Cassina, C., Mochi & K.

 Stagnitti (Eds.). Play therapy and expressive arts in 
a complex and dynamic world: Opportunities and 
challenges inside and outside the playroom (50-68). 
Routledge.

Cassina, I., Mochi, C. & Stagnitti, K. (2023) (eds.). Play therapy 
and expressive arts in a complex and dynamic world: 
Opportunities and challenges inside and outside the 
playroom. Routledge.

Fearn, M., ‘Nature-based play therapy interventions in the 
digital age’. In I., Cassina, C., Mochi & K., Stagnitti (Eds.). 
Play therapy and expressive arts in a complex and dynamic 
world: Opportunities and challenges inside and outside 
the playroom (120-137). Routledge.

Mochi, C. & Cassina, I. (in press, 2024). ‘Reclaiming a feeling 
of safety in natural disasters: preparatory and advanced 
interventions using play and play therapy’. In P., Goodyear-
Brown & L., Yasenik (Eds.) Polyvagal power in the 
playroom. Routledge.

Porges, S.W. (2018). ‘Polyvagal theory: A primer’. In S.W., 
Porges & D., Dana (Eds.). Clinical applications of the 
polyvagal theory: The emergence of polyvagal-informed 
therapies (50-69). Norton.

Porges, S.W. (2021). Polyvagal safety: Attachment, 
communication, self-regulation. Norton.

Isabella Cassina, MA, TPS, CAGS, PhD Candidate, is a 
Social Worker specializing in International Cooperation at 
the University of Geneva and a Therapeutic Play Specialist 
with the APTI. She is an Author, International Speaker, Head 
of Project Management in Crisis Contexts with over 10 
years of experience, and a Trainer at the INA International 
Academy for Play Therapy in Switzerland. Isabella has been 
Head of Social Services for the SRC Asylum Seekers and 
Refugees sector.
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Creative and playful minds often inquire about the true 

as the pinnacle professional association for the realm 

in the commitment to ensuring the highest standards 

states that the primary focus of a professional 

assessment of the knowledge, skills, and/or 

in alignment with these principles, has diligently 

the competence of individuals but also serves as a 

a symbol; it is a tangible representation of the high 

continued oversight provided by the association to 

ensure a continuous commitment to maintaining the 

approved trainings throughout their career, ensuring 
that their skills and knowledge remain current and 

someone claiming to practice play therapy, inquire 

or inquire about membership status to ascertain the 

™ 
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Redeem Gift
 Card 

Enter coupon code
CV3379
Limit 1 per customer

Sand Tray
Starter Kits

your next order
$5 off

www.playtherapysupply.com/sand-tray-therapy

Certified members are listed on the CAPT website and members who are preparing for ceritification are 
engaged in #2 and #3 above.

Let's educate others on the work and commitment that is involved in certification as a CPT or CPT-S.

Do you Have People in your Community who 
Can't Tell who the Play Therapists (CPT) are?

Tell them that they can ask these three questions:

Have they completed 
(or are in the process of 
completing) 180 hours 
of post masters Play 
Therapy foundation 
training from CAPT or an 
approved provider?

Do they have a CAPT 
supervisor or have they 
completed the required 
Play Therapy supervision 
hours for Certification?

2 31 Is the therapist a member of the 
Canadian Association for Play Therapy?

We are the only National, non-profit 
member driven association in Canada. 
Our members agree to practice 
according to their regulatory college 
and the CAPT Code of Ethics.
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Healing Spaces is an ongoing article in Playground. If you would like your therapy 
playroom to be featured please contact Theresa Fraser at theresaannfraser@gmail.com.

This edition of Healing Spaces is happy to focus on Theresa Fraser, CPT-S 

Written by: Cynthia Manley

Healing SpacesSpacesHealingHealing Spaces

What drew you to the field of Play Therapy?

I read the book Dibs in Search of Self (Axline, 1986) in 
high school and suspected that this was where I wanted 
to make a difference. There were no play therapy 
programs in Canada at that time. I discovered that I 
could take a Child Care Worker program in Ontario. 
This program taught human development, therapeutic 
programming and psychology so that was as close as I 

After graduation, I worked primarily with teens who had 
experienced complex trauma, so I was invited to teach 
a trauma class at Humber College in Toronto. In 2000 
a student talked about sand tray therapy and the play 
therapy program at the Canadian Association for Play 
Therapy.  I took that program with the support of my 
employer in 2002. The program was managed by CAPT 
but occurred at King’s College for six consecutive weeks 
beginning in May yearly.

I also knew right away that I wanted to incorporate 
Sandtray therapy into my practice, so I researched sand 
tray trainers and found the work of Gisela De Domenico 
referenced everywhere. I phoned her to purchase a 
sandtray from her and she explained that she couldn’t 
ship them to Canada at that time so I could purchase one 
at a training. She had an upcoming Sandtray Worldplay 
©  training in Lansing Michigan in 2003. After attending 
her Level 1, I knew I had to continue learning and did so 

required 200 supervision hours with a CAPT supervisor, 

Therapist. I completed both the 180 hours of PT training 
and then 200 more hours of Sand Tray training. 

to a Treatment Foster Care Agency. In 2009, I was invited 
by Charles Schaefer to attend an international study 
group where play therapists from around the world got 
together to talk and learn about play therapy. I was star 
struck. I am indebted to Charlie because I didn’t feel 
worthy to be in the midst of all these keen PT minds. 
Charlie believed in me and encouraged the work I was 
doing. I became a supervisor that year and in 2011 
created my own practice called Changing Steps Child 
and Family Counselling. 

I began to teach small sand tray trainings as well as 
became a continuing education approved provider 
with CAPT. While also becoming a full time professor, I 

a curriculum consultant later teaching in the same adult 
learning program. 

In 2018, I moved to Atlantic Canada and found that I was 

were many clinicians saying that they were play therapists. 

providers about what play therapy is and what training 
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CAPT. With this membership you can be assured that the 
individual is adhering to their Code of Ethics and involved 

I began Maritime Play Therapy Centre in 2018, where 
we provide training and Play Therapy with individuals 
across the lifespan. Initially, we had 1 clinic in Pictou, 
Nova Scotia. 

In 2021, we opened a clinic in Charlottetown, PEI as there 
was only 1 other play therapist on the island. This clinic is 
known as Changing Steps Child and Family Counselling. 
It was fun to take the ferry from NS to PEI to see clients in 
Charlottetown. 

Social workers began to ask if I could provide services in 
Halifax. Hence, we opened another Maritime PTC clinic 

2023, a chiropractic clinic invited us to provide mental 
health services alongside their multidisciplinary team, 
so we opened another location in Tatamagouche, Nova 
Scotia in early 2024. Gratefully, in addition to our PT 
services, there are other PT clinics that have developed 

Demand has increased for play therapy as parents and 

play therapy. 

What is your primary orientation and how did 
you determine this. 

I have had the gift of obtaining supervision from 

Lubimiv, and Lorie Walton. I also have been greatly 

Athena Drewes as well as Dr. Gisela De Domenico.  
I would describe myself as integrative and prescriptive, 
meaning that I am intentional about the approach 
utilized and at times will pair approaches if they address 
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the treatment needs of the child and family I am working 
with. However, neurobiological research underpins all 
that I do. 

for children and families. This is different than many 
other clinics who create spaces for the therapist where 
each therapist meets their own clients. Instead, my 

for the clients they are seeing.  In our PEI location, we 
have a Theraplay © / SMART (Sensory Motor Arousal 
Regulation) Treatment room in addition to a child 
play therapy room, a family play therapy room and 
counselling room where we have sofas and chairs 
for full family participation. Our Pictou and HRM 
locations have child and family play therapy spaces. 
Our Tatamagouche space only has one little play space 
currently. Seeing families and adults in play therapy 
spaces encourages adults to also be playful. 

being a big year of expansion, I have developed a 
strong connection with our amazon delivery person who 
wondered why I was purchasing so many toys.  I have a 
consistent list of what we need (Centre for Play Therapy, 
2024) adhering mostly to the work of Dr. Gary Landreth 
meaning that we have healing tools in the categories, 
creative expression, aggressive and emotional release 
and real-life toys. We also have therapeutic books for 

bibliotherapy, board games and Virtual Reality headsets 
to use as appropriate. 

What is your favourite play material? 

Our clinics are located on the ancestral and unceded 
territory of Mi’kma’ki, so we are always looking for 
culturally appropriate resources to utilize purchasing 
these from indigenous artists. Our program tag line 
is Maritime Play Therapy where interventions are 
neurodevelopmentally informed, so we are connecting 
all of what we do with neurobiology, and the impact 
of trauma and attachment disruptions on brain wiring 
and functioning. Therefore, we also can provide clients 
with neurofeedback, safe and sound protocol©, MUSE 
biofeedback and heart math. 

Each of my team members are trained in Theraplay© as 
well as play therapy and additional sandtray courses. The 
take additional training programs according to their own 
professional interests. It is also important that all team 
members have taken the Indigenous Canada course as a 
minimum requirement of learning and practice.

What training and supervision would you 
recommend for new therapists? 

Of course, the training that CAPT and their approved 
providers provide, prepares clinicians for strong practice. 
We also have many inspirational supervisors with 
expertise in a variety of areas.
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I am biased about Canadian training and am always 
trying to encourage supervisees to create resources for 
their colleagues here in Canada. We have many amazing 
clinicians in Canada, and we need to share our expertise 
with each other. There is more to be gained by being 
collaborative than competitive. 

The words of wisdom I have for emerging therapists is to 
join a practice where you can learn while in community 
without working 12 hours a day. Opening a practice 
within a few years of graduation from your mental 
health degree doesn’t give you the time to prioritize 
your learning and development of expertise under the 
mentorship of others. 

It is also not a smart business practice to open up 
different locations. My capital costs and rent are higher 
than other businesses and my hope is that I break even 
over the next few years. However, these locations give 
new and emerging therapists a place to develop while 
in a supportive environment. Multiple locations also 
support advertising play therapy because the best 
advertisement for play therapy is a child or families 
testament that they got better after engaging in play 
therapy and the therapeutic powers of play.

Axline, V. (1986) Reprint. Dibs in Search of Self. Ballantine 
Books.

Centre for Play Therapy (2024)  Recommended Play List. 

Retrieved https://cpt.unt.edu/recommended toy-list 

Theresa has published much about play therapy including a 
recently co-edited book entitled: the Embodied brain and 
sandtray therapy: stories of healing and transformation. 
She was a two-term president of CAPT. She has won the 
following awards for her mental health service provision. 

• Awarded Monica Herbert award -April 2017    

• Co-awarded Jim Lewis Treatment Foster Care Award 
2017 

• Awarded the Dennis McDermott Career Achievement 
Award Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care 
2017    

• Awarded School of Community Services Lifetime 

• Nominated for Ontario Premier Award 2017 for 
Community Service    

2009 National Institute for Trauma and Loss     
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Kicking off our 2024 Play Therapy Week, CAPT 

President, Kevin St. Louis, provided a welcome 

video that was shared throughout our social 

media platforms. Kevin announced many exciting 

upcoming events for CAPT – including the 

announcement of CAPT’s new Instagram page  

@canadianplaytherapy. 

There were also daily “did you know” information bits 

provided to our members with a question at the end; for 

their chance to win some prizes. Prizes ranged from sand 

tray miniatures to books created by our own members. A 

big thank you to our generous donators: Theresa Fraser, 

CPT-S; Hannah Sun-Reid, CPT-S; Billie-Jo Bennett, CPT-S; 

Greg Lubimiv, CPT-S; Liana Lowenstein, CPT-S; Betty 

Bedard Bidwell, CPT-S, and Lorie Walton, CPT-S.

From Monday-Friday, CAPT provided spotlight to some of 

our student interns and their journeys towards certification 

as a play therapist with CAPT. Student interns included 

Kathleen McDonald, Carmela Diano, Rachel Porter, Grant 

Gear, and Anne Elliott. 

There was also some Play Therapy Week 2024 swag that 

members could purchase: hoodies, sweatshirts, t-shirts, 

bags, etc. The logo was created last year during CAPT’s first 

play therapy week, by Lori Wareham-Mulrooney and her 

husband, Lou.

On Monday, members Grant Gear and Lori Wareham-

Mulrooney, attended a round table discussion on how to 

promote play therapy in their respective communities. This 

is a networking opportunity for play therapists to learn 

from one another that was led by Ricky Joel McIntyre. Each 

month, different play therapists in the Atlantic Provinces 

will interview members to share their knowledge with our 

play therapy community. 

On Friday, the Purple Butterfly Healing Centre hosted 

its 2nd play therapy week social for CAPT members. 

Director, Billie-Jo Bennett, had participants bring a toy 

that represented them, organized a trivia game, and 

also facilitated discussions on participant’s play therapy 

journeys. Billie-Jo then did many give prize draws (yay!), 

and all participants left the social with a prize! Thank you 

Billie-Jo for continuing the play therapy social and the 

opportunity for networking across the country.

Our last big event was a continuing education course 

titled, “Children of War” that was facilitated by Isabella 

Cassina, MA, TPS, PhD Candidate & Claudio Mochi, MA, 

RP, RPT-S. The course looked at using the therapeutic 

powers of play and play therapy in working with migrant 

children and families. A big thank you to Isabella & 

Claudio for your shared expertise, and thank you to our 

members who participated.

To end off Canada’s 2024 play therapy week, we received 

a closing message from Executive Director, Scott Kettles. 

Scott mentioned website updates, increasing awareness 

of play therapy in Canada, and CAPT’s certified members. 

Scott encouraged recommendations from members on 

how to further support our members within CAPT; because 

together, we are stronger.

#PlayOn  

Canadian & International Play Therapy Week 2024

Canada celebrated its 2nd Annual Play Therapy Week February 4 – 10, 2024. To start, we 

hosted a hashtag contest to be used as our slogan for the week. The lucky winner was Jen 

Hayley, who suggested #PlayOn. 



Make a kit by pairing 
either of our trays 

with either stand, and 
the stand ships at no 

additional cost!* 
(*This applies only to 

products listed on the 
sandtraystarterkits.com 

website)

 

 

 

Sand Trays Etc. Celebrates 12 years of providing premium 
quality hand-built sand trays, rolling carts, and special unique 
orders for professional playrooms. 

email:  info@sandtrays.ca  •  www.sandtrays.ca  •  Toll-Free 1-877-551-0751
 The Shop at Sand Trays Etc.ca

Basic sand tray, natural interior, w/lid, $148

Basic sand tray, blue interior, w/lid $188

Basic 4-leg 19” table, w/lower shelf, $259

One of 4 possible ‘combo’ kits

The shop at Sand Tray Starter Kits.com

Offering basic and affordable good quality 
sand trays, sand tray stands, and kits.

Sand Trays Etc. is Now Introducing… 

Basic 3-panel 19” stand, $198

And now also…
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